DIGITIZE YOUR
WORKER’S DAY WITH
AUGMENTED REALITY.
The Onsight Augmented Reality Service Platform provides individual workers and teams
with the digital tools they need to rapidly inspect, diagnose, and troubleshoot assets
from anywhere. The platform includes remote expert assistance, digital work instructions,
field intelligence, specialized inspection accessories, and central management with data
analytics. Deployed globally, Onsight can scale with your operation and meets the needs of
the most stringent IT and security environments.

PLATFORM HIGHLIGHTS

REMOTE
EXPERT

DIGITAL WORK
INSTRUCTIONS

FIELD
INTELLIGENCE

SPECALIZED
ACCESSORIES

Engage remote experts
with live video, audio,
telestration and images.

Create, assign, and
execute work instructions
and analyze data.

Share, access, view and
analyze content securely in
difficult field environments.

Use optional specialized
accessories for unique
inspection use cases.
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ONSIGHT AUGMENTED REALITY
SERVICE PLATFORM
Designed to perform across field environments, Onsight is safe, secure, and
always reliable. Managed centrally, enterprises can control, scale and analyze
performance.

SOFTWARE
TOOLS

ONSIGHT CONNECT
Remote expert software
that runs on the
smartphone, tablet, smart
glasses, and computers
of your field workers and
remote experts.

ONSIGHT FLOW
Create, assign and
execute digital work
instructions. Manage
and assign jobs to team
members and monitor
job status.

SPECIALIZED
ACCESSORIES

ONSIGHT CUBE
Multi-purpose industrial
wearable with built-in
HD optical and thermal
capabilities for complete
asset analysis.

ONSIGHT HUB
IoT insepction device
that connects specialized
test instruments, such as
videoscopes and ultrasound
devices.

ONSIGHT WORKSPACE
Specialized field
intelligence for industrial
teams to securely
create, access, share,
and analyze content.

BACK-OFFICE INTEGRATION
Integrate the Onsight Platform to your back-office systems for cohesive end-to-end
system visibility, metadata augmentation, and enhanced business intelligence.

The Onsight APIs provide seamless integration into back-office systems with REST API support. Simply start a Connect
call, share a Flow job or access Workspace content directly from your back-office system. As part of your workflow,
automatically tag content with relevant metadata for advanced searching and analysis.
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DIGITALLY-ENABLED
TEAMS DELIVER RESULTS

		Mentor and train junior staff, 33% faster
Cut support call length, by 50%
		Perform remote maintenance, 60% faster
		Accelerate new product time to market, 10-20%
		Increase equipment uptime, 5-10%

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CUSTOMER SUCCESS PROGRAM
Choose from a range of services that help
you meet from inital launch to deployment
at scale.

Deployment: use cases, communication plans, business analysis
Education: e-learning programs, webinars, classroom training
		Adoption: gamification, usage analysis, best practices

ECOSYSTEM INTEGRATION
Librestream offers a range of services to
integrate the Onsight platform within your
broad digital ecosystem and branding
strategies.

API integration services
Custom App branding
Data analytics & reporting

SECURITY AND IT SERVICES
Our security and IT service team work
with you to complete security and network
assessments, perform configuration
management for hosted or onpremises, and
full technical support.

		Security & network optimization for platform

Configuration management – hosted and on-premise solutions
		Technical support – phone, email, FAQs, case reporting
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